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Thanks for your part in our planning
BY

ARLENE SMITH

I

WANT TO THANK EVERYONE for responding so enthusiastically to our
request of ideas for our 2017-18 program. The feedback and information we received from you reassured us that people care about the
work of our organization, and it gave us plenty to work with during our
brainstorming session. Thank you for feeding our planning, and keep
your ideas coming, please.
We incorporated as many ideas as we could into our meeting topics
and workshop planning—with a few details still to be ironed out. You can
read about our program for next year on page 5.
We made a few changes as well.
• Meeting start time changed to 7:15 p.m. to make it easier to find
parking during the hockey season.
• No meeting in January so we can hibernate on a cold winter night
and not worry about a snowy commute.
• A meeting in June instead when snowstorms won’t be an issue.
• A writing challenge at the start of every regular monthly meeting to
engage those in attendance and to develop our writing skills.
• A short reading by a member at the start of every monthly meeting
to promote our writers and to inspire others with great ideas.
I hope you will join me at my home on Sunday, July 23 between 1:30
and 5:00 for our Summer Pot Luck Social. I am arranging an interactive
afternoon of writing inspiration for us. Bring some of your favourite food
and we will enjoy a time of eating and writing. What could be better?

continued on page 2
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YOUR PART IN OUR PLANNING
continued from page 1
Our first fall meeting will be held on
the thirdTuesday of the month, September
19 becausethe McNabb Centre is closed
the second week in September. We will
hold our annual general meeting that night
(it doesn’t take long) and then enjoy a
TED talk / BOOK talk evening. We will
watch writing-related TED talks together
and discuss the content. People can bring
their favourite book and tell us why it is so
meaningful to them.
Also, please remember to bring your
books or articles with you and let us know
about your work.
Enjoy a wonderful summer, and I look
forward to growing with you as a writer in
the fall.

Summer Social
GET INSPIRED, GET FED, HAVE FUN

JULY 23, 2017
1:30 to 5:00
At the home of Arlene Smith
POT LUCK
● Interactive writing challenges
● Food, drink and fun
● Bring your books and give folks an
opportunity to purchase a copy
● Network, meet old friends and discover new ones
Everyone is welcome: CAA Members,
non-members, friends or family
Contact Arlene for directions to her Bells
Corners home.

Giving voice: The art of
crafting dialogue
BY

BARBARA KYLE

S

OME PEOPLE CAN'T

wait to speak.
Some people would almost rather
die than speak. Sometimes people
don't say what they mean. Sometimes they
don't mean what they say.
All of this makes dialogue exciting to
write and stimulating to read, because
characters, like real people, reveal much
about themselves by what they say, how
they say it, and what they leave unsaid.
In fiction, dialogue is the only instance when there's no
barrier between reader and character, no interference from the
author giving descriptions and explanations. There is just the
character expressing their unique voice, exposing themselves by
their words. That's why readers respond intensely to dialogue,
and why so many popular novels rely heavily on dialogue.
It feels alive.

Unspoken Words
But remember, people don't always say what they mean. Actors
have a name for the hidden current running beneath a character's
words: subtext. Subtext is what a character really means, which
can be quite contrary to what they say.
Look at the phrase, "I love you." What does a person really
mean when they say, "I love you"? The subtext might be any one
of the following:
Forgive me.
I wish I didn't love you.
Don't leave me.
You're lucky to have me.
Stop nagging me.
I forgive you
And you can likely think of a dozen more possible meanings.
Inexperienced writers often make the mistake of writing
subtext as dialogue - that is, they'll have characters say exactly
what they're thinking and feeling. This is called writing "on the
nose." It's heavy handed, and does nothing to reveal deep
meaning.
So, don't force subtext into dialogue. Instead, layer subtext
into the narration.
continued on page 3
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Functions of Dialogue
There are four basic functions that dialogue performs.

Anita Purcell, Executive Director
Reach the office:
By phone
705 325 3926
By email
admin@canadianauthors.org
By mail
6 West Street N, Suite 203
Orillia, Ontario L3V 5B8

Function #1: To move the story forward
There are countless ways that dialogue does this. A character might reveal
information to someone, or admit to knowledge. They might incite another
character to act. They might make an accusation, lie about something, defend
themselves, argue their reasons, distract their listener, deny important facts-the
possibilities are endless.
The point is this: all stories are about conflict, and good dialogue will always
add some degree of tension, be it minimal, moderate, or extreme. In other words,
there should be no idle chit-chat- unless, of course, the chit-chat is masking serious
subtext that you're conveying in the narration.
Function #2: To establish relationships
People speak differently to different people. For example, if you were telling a
twelve-year-old niece about something you learned from this article, you would
use vocabulary and style very different than if you were telling a mature fellow
writer.
Relationships take on unique life through dialogue, becoming more real than
they could ever be just through narrative. Since dialogue makes characters come
alive, the relationships between them spring to life too. Knowing this, you can use
passages of dialogue strategically, to highlight characters' relationships.

Byline is a quarterly publication
of the National Capital Region
Branch of the Canadian
Authors Association.
Submissions of articles,
poems, writing tips, interviews,
literary events and member
achievements are welcome.
Deadlines:
Fall Issue:
Winter Issue:
Spring Issue:
Summer Issue:
Send to Byline

August 15
November 15
March 15
May 15

Function #3: To give the impression of natural speech
Here's the challenge: dialogue should look and sound like natural speech, but not
be an actual reproduction of natural speech, because natural speech is muddled. It
isn't fluid. It starts and stops. It wanders. People halt phrases half-way through to
re-think them, and then come up with a new phrase.
If you sit in a coffee shop and listen to people behind you talking (and I hope
you do this often; we writers are magpies, gathering bits of chaff with which to
build) you'll hear conversations that are completely disjointed. The speakers know
the private context, so it makes perfect sense to them, but if you wrote a long
sequence of garbled speech like the kind people actually use, it would be virtually
unreadable. Instead, as writers we strive to give the feel of natural speech, not to
reproduce it exactly.
Function #4: To illuminate a character's individuality
The goal here is to create dialogue that is character-specific. That is, each character
speaks in their own unique way. To achieve this, it's helpful to think as an actor
thinks; to develop an actor's ear for people's speech patterns. The vocabulary a
person uses, the syntax of their speech, their grammar-all of it reveals a great deal
about them. For example, the pedantic speech of an English professor is vastly
unlike the jargon of a teenage kid living on the street.
Look at the different ways people express simple agreement. Someone might
say, "Yes." For another it's "Sure thing." Or "Cool." Or "Whatever." Or "You got
that right." Or "Splendid notion." Or "Fuckin' A!" Each of these is just a
declaration of agreement (and I'm sure you can think of many more) but each one
reveals something unique about who is saying it.
continued on page 4
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Final Word: Body Language
Gestures and body language are a living part of dialogue. For example, instead of answering a barbed question, a
person might look away.
By punctuating a sequence of dialogue with a character's body language you can reveal some facet of their
feelings. A woman fidgets with her wedding ring. A man rakes his hand through his hair. A girl covers her mouth to
hide a smile. Such gestures also give rhythm to a scene, filling the silences between the characters' spoken lines. This
fine-tunes the scene's pacing.
Enjoy all the variety and drama that dialogue offers you. It's an exciting part of writer's craft, and an essential
tool in creating a page-turner.
BIO: Barbara Kyle is the author of the acclaimed Thornleigh Saga series of historical novels, and of
contemporary thrillers, with over half a million books sold in seven countries. Barbara has taught writers at the
University of Toronto, and is a popular presenter at writers' conferences. As a mentor, she has helped launch many
writers to published success. Barbara's latest book is Page-Turner: Your Path to Writing a Novel That Publishers
Want and Readers Buy. Visit www.BarbaraKyle.com

Upcoming Workshops
ALBERT DUMONT
November 25, 2017, 9:00 to 12:00
Algonquin College

—
WRITING MEANINGFUL DIALOGUE
With Tim Wynne-Jones
Spring 2018
Details to follow

BY

ANNE KATHLEEN MCLAUGHLIN

BY

KLOTHILD

DE

BAAR

(Book Excellence Award Finalist 2016)
Jean Houston leads students through the
temples, tombs and pyramids of Egypt
in a quest for a new planetary
spirituality.
The myth of Isis and Osiris becomes a
catalyst for the healing of old wounds
related to love.
Copies available from Borealis Press, at
Singing Pebbles bookstore on
Main Street across from Saint Paul University in Ottawa, or
from Anne Kathleen.

An epic tale of an ancient
European dynasty whose
youngest member, a magnificent
daughter, is suddenly and
mysteriously reported missing in
far-off Canada. A story harking
back centuries and told movingly
by the family's eighty-five yearold nanny, as she traces each step
of her lost charge, undaunted, to
the very bottom of a modern-day
hell.
Byline 4

CAA - NCR
2017-18 MEETINGS

FEBRUARY 13, 2018

TOPIC: TED Talks / BOOK Talks and our Annual
General Meeting
Following a short AGM we will watch writing-related TED
talks and discuss the content. Everyone is invited to
bring their favourite book and tell us about it

TOPIC: The Unexamined Life: Understanding Ourselves Through Memoir
SPEAKER: Lee Ann Eckhardt Smith
Far beyond the celebrity “tell-all,” a well-written memoir
offers much to both the writer and the readers. A memoir
can transform the pain of the past into clarity, and also
provide an insightful exploration into an aspect of life, a
time of life, or a certain place in time.
Bio: Lee Ann Eckhardt Smith’s workshop series for
writers of family history and memoir, “Write It So
They’ll Read It” has been running in Ottawa, Perth,
and other locations across Ontario since 2007.

OCTOBER 10, 2017

MARCH 13, 2018

We meet at 7:15 p.m., Meeting Room C
McNabb Recreation Centre
Percy Street at Gladstone, Ottawa

SEPTEMBER 19, 2017

TOPIC: Historical Writing: Where to look for what
you want
SPEAKER: L.D. Cross
Here in Ottawa we benefit from facilities supported by
taxpayers across the country. Some sources are obvious, others not so. Then there is the online search–a
bounty of data both factual and fictional which you need
to sort out. Research never stops.
BIO: L.D.Cross (Dyan) is an Ottawa writer of business and
lifestyle articles as well as books about unique aspects of
Canadian history.

NOVEMBER 14, 2017
TOPIC: Writing Historical Novels for Young Adults
SPEAKER: Ruth Latta
We will talk about approaches to writing for young
adults, with reference to some outstanding works in this
field including her latest novel, Grace and the Secret
Vault.
BIO: Grace and the Secret Vault, an historical
novel set in 1919 for readers ages ten and up was
shortlisted for this year's Northern Lit award for
literature in English. Ruth won this award in 2011
for her collection of short stories, Winter Moon.

TOPIC: The Arc of Desire: Writing for the Stage
SPEAKER: Laurie Fyffe
What makes a play different from other forms of writing?
How do you get the characters to tell your story? What
exactly is ‘dramatic action’? And how does the playwright craft dialogue to serve both characters and plot?
It’s all about wants and desires.
BIO: In 2010, Laurie Fyffe received her MA in Theatre
/Dramaturgy from the University of Ottawa and taught script
analysis at the University of Ottawa and playwriting for the
Learning in Retirement program at Carleton University, and
Ottawa’s Acting Company. She is Artistic Director of Evolution Theatre. Her theatre work has spanned writing, dramaturgy, acting, directing, and arts administration.

APRIL 10, 2018
TOPIC: From Print to Film: Every Writer’s Dream
SPEAKER: Ian Prattis
Dr. Ian Prattis will discuss the surprising manner in
which the opportunity to turn one of his books into a
movie came to him.
BIO: Dr. Ian Prattis is Professor Emeritus at Carleton University in Ottawa, Zen teacher, peace and environmental
activist. Born in the UK, he has spent much of his life living
and teaching in Canada. He is an award winning author of
fifteen books.

DECEMBER 2017
Winter Voices Social
Date and location to be announced

MAY 8, 2018 - NCWC AWARDS CEREMONY
JUNE 12, 2018 - TOPIC

AND

GUEST TBA
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Gunda
BY RUTH LATTA
Gunda the six year old German Shepherd
tears down the hillside
then stops on the shore
to wait for the go-ahead
from the girl carrying her leash.
"It's O.K. Go in," the girl says
and Gunda springs into the water
and paddles,
kicking up silvery bubbles,
snorting when the water gets in her nose,
then stops for a rest in the shallows,
legs submerged,
surrounded by the water's green dappled
circles,
framed by tall trees
with orange lilies at the base.

2017
National Capital
Writing Contest
POETRY
First Place
RUTH LATTA

She finds a chunk of wood,
then lets it go and swims some more.
She never goes beyond her depth,
just back and forth between shore and float,
harmless as the blue dragon flies
that glide overhead.
Her bliss delights us.
Then a park official comes by
and says, "There's a leash law".
The girl calls to Gunda
and slowly they climb the path
and disappear from sight.
BIO: Ruth Latta's latest book is the novel Grace and the
Secret Vault (Ottawa, Baico, 2017). Her poetry has
appeared in a number of periodicals and chapbooks and
also in her novel The Songcatcher and Me (2013).For
more information about her writing, visit
http://ruthlattabooks.blogspot.com or
http://ruthlatta.blogspot.com

Ruth Latta with
NCWC Co-ordinator, Sherrill Wark

OUR MONTHLY MEETINGS
September 19, 2017
October 9, 2017
November 14, 2017
December “Winter Voices” Social
February 13, 2018
March 13, 2018
April 10, 2108
May 8, 2018 NCWC Awards Night
June 12, 2018
7:15 p.m.
McNabb Recreation Centre, 180 Percy St.,
Ottawa
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NATIONAL CAPITAL WRITING CONTEST (NCWC)
2017 Awards Night
On Tuesday, May 9
Canadian Authors Association - National Capital Region
celebrated the finalists in our 30th annual writing contest.
We recognized first, second, third place, and honourable mentions in
Short Story and Poetry categories.
Look for these poems and stories in upcoming issues of Byline magazine.
“Extra Innings” by Jeff Shiau, “California Pure” by Elle Wilde, “Gunda” by Ruth Latta
and “Relay” by Lee Ann Smith are included in this issue.

POETRY
First place: “Gunda”- Ruth Latta
Second place: “Anne from Toronto” - Ruth Latta
Third place: “Sunset (for Gwen)” - Gill Foss
Honourable Mention: “Too Long a Winter” - Lee Ann Smith
Honourable Mention: “Relay” - Lee Ann Smith
Honourable Mention: “A Small Grief” - Bev Chambers

SHORT STORY
First place: “The Flower Seller of Agra” - Shiela Jane
Second place: “California Pure” - Elle Wild
Third place: “Extra Innings” - Jeff Shiau
Honourable Mention: “Unexpected” - Barbara Wackerle Baker
Honourable Mention: “Night Swim” - Di Golding
Honourable Mention: “Distant Connections” - Julio Heleno Gomes

See pictures from the event on page 8.
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2017 NCWC Awards
Tuesday, May 9, 2017 at the Main Branch of the Ottawa Public Library

Some of the finalists wait to read their entries
Ruth Latta received both first
and second place in Poetry

Lee Ann Smith received
two honourable mentions in the
poetry category.

“Sunset (for Gwen)” by Gill Foss
placed third in the poetry category

Shiela Jane placed first in the
Short Story category for “ The
Flower Seller of Agra”

Di Golding received honourable mention for
her short story “Night Swim.”

“Extra Innings” by Jeff Shiau
placed third in Short Story.

Bev Chambers’ daughter accepted
on her mother’s behalf.

Thanks to NCWC Coordinator
Sherrill Wark for all her hard work!
Byline 8

“Extra Innings”
BY JEFF SHIAU

2017 NCWC Short Story
Third Place

Top of the first
Baseball is a game of patience.
There is no clock. In the outfield,
half the game might pass before a
ball is hit your way. But when it
comes, you need to be quick: to
pounce on that line drive, to track
down that fly ball.
I met Ike in Little League. I
played centre field, he played right.
Nice guy, but badass too, the kind
of kid my parents wanted me to
steer clear of. He shoplifted and
swore. He was fast and loose with
his money. Maybe that’s why I
liked him. Me, I was goody twoshoes, I did my homework. Maybe
that’s why he liked me.

That’s why it hurt so much the day I Third inning
said we couldn’t be friends.
Baseball is a game of turns. One
team bats while the other is in the
Second inning
field. Good friends take turns. They
Our friendship started innocently.
After getting to know each other on learn to compromise, to try new
the diamond, we’d hang out after a things. Ike was good at getting me
to do that. But from my perspective,
game, grab a slushie or play some
Atari. We were an odd pair, badass it didn’t really work in reverse.
At times, I felt we only did
with goody two-shoes. He didn’t
care what people thought. I admired the things he wanted to. Granted,
some of it was thrilling: stealing
that.
alcohol from our parents’ liquor
Ike had a paper route and proposed sharing it with me. Gave us a cabinets, shoplifting at the corner
store. Maybe I was infatuated with
bit of pocket change. We went to
the idea of hanging with a “cool”
different schools, so after class,
kid. The excitement blinded me; it
whoever got to the drop-off first
was almost like we were dating. A
would start deliveries.
To get our “collect” money, we “bromance,” before the term was
had to knock on customers’ doors— coined. Maybe that’s why I cut him
some slack. We did some things I
they’d pay us directly, then Ike
would submit the funds to his super- wasn’t too proud of. But at twelve
years old, peer pressure was a bitch.
visor. We met all kinds of characFourth inning
ters along the route. “Try not to
“Hey,” Ike said one day as we
laugh at this guy,” Ike warned, as
we approached a customer’s apart- watched TV, “have you ever been in
ment. I rapped on the door. Slowly, a fight?”
“No,” I replied, confused as to
it swung open, revealing a blearywhere this was leading.
eyed, skinny Chinese dude in his
“It’s fun, you should try it.”
tighty-whities. Dang.
“What are you talking about?” I
“Collect,” I said, as we tried our
best not to burst out laughing. Dude asked incredulously. Ike explained
stretched and yawned, paid, shut the any frustrations we had in life could
evaporate if we occasionally beat up
door.
on each other. How primal.
“What the hell was that?” I
“Sounds stupid,” I said.
asked.
“Does
he
always
answer
the
It was the mid-1980s: a time of
“Just try it,” he prodded, giving
big sweaters and skinny jeans. I was door in his gitch?”
me
a
friendly jab. I reluctantly ex“Every
time,”
Ike
quipped.
a year younger than Ike. I never
changed a few half-hearted punches,
thought someone like him would be “Lester Molester.”
but then he caught me with a good
Sometimes
we’d
blow
our
colinterested in someone like me. He
lect money on freezies at the corner one. What the heck? Pissed off, I let
helped me loosen up, to see the
loose. Soon we were brawling. We
world from a different perspective. store. We pigged out on a lot of
them, with the brain freezes to show made it a regular occurrence: our
own little Fight Club. Every now
for it.
continued on page 10
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EXTRA INNINGS
continued from page 9
and then, we kicked the crap out of
each other. Crazily, it felt good—this
infliction and receipt of pain; a
strange and visceral pleasure. Man, it
was so wack.
What was happening? I was a
strait-laced Taiwanese kid who took
piano lessons and got straight A’s.
Heck, I was twelve years old and had
Canada Savings Bonds. Suddenly, I
was pilfering booze, shoplifting and
fighting. Part of me loved it, but another part recognized I was straying
from who I was: good kid, not badass.
Fifth inning
When Ike and I practised pitching,
we fancied ourselves Blue Jay aces,
like Jimmy Key or Dave Stieb.
Throwing the ball around one day,
Ike asked, “Why are you so stingy
with your money?”
Pop! went the ball into my glove.
“Whaddya mean?” I asked.
Ike said I was cheap, that I was
always reluctant to dole out the dinero. Curveball.
I argued that’s the way I was
brought up, to be a saver. I felt compelled to defend how I was raised.
Also felt like Ebenezer Scrooge.
Screw you. Fastball.
He questioned the point of having money if you never spent it.
There was a certain logic to his argument. Changeup. I loosened up a bit
with the purse strings.
Sixth Inning
We’d hang in my basement sometimes. We had an original IBM PC, a
ping pong table and a vintage ’70s
TV, encased in wood. Shooting the
breeze in our “boy cave,” Ike asked
if I knew what blood brothers were.
“Uh, sort of … not really,” I answered. He explained the concept of
a blood oath; two people cutting
themselves, then pressing their

wounds together, solidifying their
bond.
“Do you wanna do it?” he asked.
I was unsure. Sounded weird, but
alluring.
The needle pricked our palms,
only hurt a bit. A few seconds
passed; blood ran. We shook hands.
He looked me in the eye and said
“now we’re brothers.”
Oddly exciting, knowing our
blood ran through each other’s veins.
Ike was always proposing different things. Things I never would
have thought of. Before him, my life
was school, sports, piano; hanging
out with my little brother and neighbour. I felt bad I didn’t hang with
them as much. But I was in Junior
High. Weren’t you supposed to make
new friends?
Seventh inning
I shared a bedroom with my brother.
Dark brown carpet, walls plastered
with Blue Jay idols cut out from
magazines, newspapers. One afternoon, Ike and I were reading some
comics or something. I sat on my
bed; he sat across from me on my
brother’s. Out of the blue, he invited
me to his side and asked, “You wanna snuggle?”
Huh? I felt apprehensive, not
having come from a family of snugglers.
“I don’t know … it’s kind of
weird.”
“I’m not friggin’ gay,” Ike countered, “if that’s what you’re worried
about.” He argued as little kids, we
didn’t think anything of snuggling
with our parents or a sibling. Chicks
do it; why should it be different for
us when we’re older?
Seemed sensible enough, I guess.
We crawled under the covers and lay
beside each other, talking about stuff
like girls we had crushes on, or the
Jays’ post-season prospects. That’s

all it ever was. Nothing more, nothing less. Peaceful.
Until my mom walked in, aghast.
“What are you doing?” she asked.
“Uh … we’re just talking,
Mom,” I said, embarrassed, as we
got out from under the blankets.
That night, my mom asked if Ike
ever touched me.
“Mom!” I exclaimed, taken
aback, “please! We don’t do anything. We just … talk.”
She didn’t understand our snuggling was a platonic act. Well, that’s
how I saw it, at least.
“I don’t think it’s a good idea,”
she said. “What if he is homosexual?”
“Mom!” I yelled, “he’s not gay!
And if he was, who cares?!”
“Do you think you should be
friends with him?” she asked, with
motherly concern. “I don’t know if
he is such a good boy.”
“Gimme a break, Mom. You’re
worried for nothing.”
Seventh inning stretch
Christmas season. We were downtown at the Rideau Centre, looking
for gifts. Adolescents liked to hang
at the food court. Some looked for
trouble, others looked to stay out of
it. We slurped some Orange Julius,
people-watching. You know, the
usual suspects: preps, mods, skaters,
jocks. We left the food court and
started browsing.
Ike slid some merchandise into
his pockets. “What the hell are you
doing?” I said, alarmed. This wasn’t
the corner store anymore. Ike had
moved up to the big leagues. He
fashioned his own sale: Five-finger
discount. Get it while quantities last.
Shoplifting is pretty easy. The
trick is to act naturally. If you’re nervous, you’ll probably give yourself
away. Walk around like you own the
joint, but don’t get too greedy. You
continued on page 11
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continued from page 10
have to do your homework. Notice
the staff’s routines. A partner can
distract while the other does the lifting.
I didn’t feel very natural, though.
My heart pounded with every item I
swiped. I knew it was wrong, but
didn’t speak up. Peer pressure—my
worst enemy. I could have said: “No,
Ike, I’m not doing this!” Would he
still have wanted to be my friend?
Probably. But I was too chicken to
stand up for myself.
We stashed our goods in a locker
and kept going back for more.
Greedy. Must have stolen from at
least six or seven different stores.
Our Christmas “shopping” was almost done. Home run, or so we
thought. We hadn’t noticed a man
tailing us. A big man. In a dark blue
uniform. When we returned to our
locker, he pounced. Strikeout.
The security guard led us into the
bowels of the mall, twisting and
turning, as we ominously awaited
our fate. The police were called. Our
families too. When my dad walked
in, I had never felt so ashamed.
We got off with a very stern
warning and were banned from the
mall for a year. We were lucky not
to be charged. I knew my relationship with Ike would have to end. I
had to work up the courage to extricate myself.
On the car ride home, not much
was said. I knew I messed up. My
dad was too angry or worse yet, disappointed, to say anything. He
parked the car and trudged me inside.
“What were you thinking?” he
scolded.
“I don’t know, Dad,” I shrugged.
“I’m sorry.”

Until then, my father stayed silent on my friendship with Ike. Mom
was the one who voiced her disapproval. They didn’t have to say
more; I had let them down. Worse
yet, I let myself down.
Eighth inning
About a week later, the phone rang.
No call display back then, but I suspected who it was. I waited a couple
rings, then picked up.
“Hello.”
“Hey,” Ike said.
“Hey,” I replied.
There was a pause. We didn’t
really know what to say. We hadn’t
talked since the incident. We compared notes on how much crap our
parents gave us, and shared a few
laughs. In the background, I was
contemplating how to end our
friendship.
“So, when do you wanna hang
out?” Ike asked. I was dreading the
moment and took a deep breath.
“Ike …” I said, gathering courage, “I, uh … I can’t see you anymore.”
“Whaddya mean?”
“I just can’t. My parents won’t
let me.”
Another pause.
“Your parents won’t let you,” he
said, “but do you want to?”
My heart sank as I tried to answer; a lump formed in my throat. I
steadied myself, then thought of the
good times we shared, like playing
ball, or laughing at skinny Chinese
underwear dude. I wanted to see
him, but knew he wasn’t healthy for
me.
“I can’t, Ike.”
This severing of our friendship
was one of the hardest things I had
ever done. I felt like a traitor.

“That’s not what I asked you,”
he said. “Do you want to see me?”
Silence.
“No,” I lied nervously.
An awful feeling rose from the
pit of my stomach. “I don’t want to
see you, Ike—” I quivered, “I’m sorry.”
I began to cry. He was quiet. I
hung up.
“I’m sorry …” I whispered.
Ninth inning
The closer in baseball is a relief
pitcher, often brought in the last inning, who specializes in protecting a
close lead and finishing the game.
Tom Henke, nicknamed “The Terminator,” was the Jays’ closer. If
you’re old enough, you might remember him from an aftershave
commercial. He was the Aqua Velva
Man.
I had terminated my friendship
with Ike. I closed the game. Only,
this wasn’t a game. There was no
celebration. Instead: a void.
Ike had come into my life when I
really hadn’t done or seen a lot. He
injected excitement, and helped me
to be more spontaneous and confident. He was generous with his time
and friendship. We were very close.
We were blood brothers.
By the time we parted, I was thirteen years old. A teenager. I didn’t
set boundaries or speak up for myself. Had I, we might have salvaged
our friendship before it was too late.
But at the time, the only way I knew
to help myself was to end it—to
close the game. Screwball.
Extra Innings
I ran into Ike a couple years later at a
party. We had both matured some,
but I remembered the same freckles
on his face, the same middle part in
continued on page 12
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continued from page 10
his hair. We were surprised and nervous to
bump into each other.
“Hey,” I said.
“Hey,” he replied.
We exchanged pleasantries, then smiled
and didn’t say anything for a while. I thought
about rekindling our friendship, but couldn’t
bring myself to go there.
“Well …” I dithered, “take care of yourself, Ike.”
“You too,” he nodded. I think he wanted to
say more, but like me, chose not to. We went
our separate ways. I never heard from
Ike again.
BIO: Jeff Shiau lives and works in Ottawa. His
essays have appeared in The Globe and Mail. He
also chronicles his adventures as a dad on his personal blog. When he’s not writing, Jeff runs a freelance web design business. He enjoys playing
piano, gardening and hanging out with his wife
and two sons.

2017 NCWC
Poetry
Honourable
Mention
LEE ANN SMITH

RELAY
BY

LEE ANNE SMITH

Summer 2016:
Olympic Games in Rio and
I am struck by the
Hand-offs and the handing over.
Of course
The baton in track and field
And
The 4-by-100 team swim
But also
The old guard naming the new guard
Usain Bolt about Andre De Grasse:
“He’ll be the next fastest man.”
In Olympic competition
There is always faster, higher, farther.
Summer 2016:
I feel the pool’s edge against my fingertips
Breathless
My lap complete
I am instantly shadowed by my sons diving over me.
They butterfly away
Take their lap.
On the far end of the pool, the next swimmers
Tense
On toes
Wait for the instant my boys touch the edge.
In families
There is always a breathlessly fast swim towards the new guard.
BIO: Lee Anne Smith is the author of two acclaimed non-fction history
books, along with many magazine articles about how to write family history
and memoir. In the past few years, she’s returned to her love of writing poetry and has also discovered a new passion: taking pictures of beautiful things
she finds in her everyday world. She’s currently working on her second collection of poetry inspired by these photographs.

In hac habitasse platea dictumst.
Mauris rutrum enim vitae mauris.

Lee Ann Smith
with NCWC Coordinator, Sherrill Wark
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Winging it: Live on the radio
BY BARBARA FLORIO GRAHAM

W

HEN I WAS asked to do a
two-hour interview on a
popular news/talk radio
show, I was delighted.
My publisher had hooked the host
with a press release connecting the
death of award-winning actor, Peter
Falk, with my story about working
with him well before he created the
character of Columbo. The story is one of 34 first-person
pieces in Prose to Go: Tales from a Private List.
Securing a spot on this show was a coup. It's two
hours in prime time on a Sunday evening, and is often
broken into two separate segments. But I'd been asked to
be available for the full two hours. Plenty of time to promote this book, for which I served as Managing Editor.
As I confirmed the invitation via email, I requested
that we do the interview by phone, and immediately
asked my publisher, Bridgeross, to send a review copy
to the station.
When I didn't hear back from the host, I phoned the
station, only to be told that he usually arrives there about
ten minutes before the program begins. Prose to Go had
arrived, but it was sitting there, waiting for him to retrieve it.
That meant I had better prepare to be interviewed by
someone who hasn't read the book!
The station said they'd contact the host on his cellphone, and he called me within the hour, confirming that
we could, indeed, do the interview by phone, but that he
wouldn't have a chance to see the book until he arrived
at the station, a few minutes before air time.
“We'll just have to wing it,” he said, calmly. Although I'm a former broadcaster, I was decidedly not
calm!
I had already listened to the show the previous week,
lined pad in my lap, marking down the minute-by-minute breakdown of the full two hours. Some segments
were very short, and I made pencil notes beside those
indicating brief comments I could make, if his questions
allowed.
I also noted the longer segments at the end of the
show, listing the things I wanted to make sure to reinforce in listeners' minds, such as the full title of the

book, where it's available, and the name and website of
the publisher.
I was glad I would be able to do this from home,
where I could have many sheets of paper spread out in
front of me. If you are scheduled to do a phone interview, make sure you set yourself up where there's a clear
land line (no cellphones and not a removable handset).
You want to use a shoulder rest so you have both hands
free (but don't put the phone on speaker, as that creates
an echo).
Plan to confine any pets to another room, so there
won't be any bird sounds, meows or barking in the background. Ensure you have a glass of water – room temperature, not iced – within reach, but not so close that it
might spill!
If necessary, print out key information in a large
font, and place Post-Its in the book so you can find certain pages quickly. I had already printed out the full Table of Contents, so I could quickly refer to specific
stories and contributors.
The host gave me no hint of how he had decided the
show should run. I should have asked! I assumed he'd
begin with the Peter Falk story, then go on to ask me the
logical questions about how the book was put together,
and my role, not only as Managing Editor, but as the
creator of the Private List mentioned in the title.
But that's not what happened. The station didn't
phone me until 9:07, just as the news was ending and the
host introduced himself. He then spent the first two minutes talking about the current news (!) before he introduced me. He began by asking me about myself, and it
was obvious that he had read the bio on my website.
It's a good thing I had a print-out of that in front of
me, as well as descriptions of my three books, because
he asked specific questions about those.
I realized he had probably just got his hands on the
book, and planned to skim it during the commercial
breaks, because every time I mentioned Prose to Go
(which I slipped in at every opportunity), he kept saying
we'd get to that later in the program.
He filled the first hour with questions about my career,
my books, awards I've received, questions about writing,
and about cats! All the time, I grew increasingly anxious
to get to Prose to Go.
continued on page 14
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WINGING IT
continued from page 13
I spent every commercial break rearranging my notes, and
making a list of things I absolutely had to get into that second
hour: the book's sections, the diversity of stories, locations of
contributors, the glowing advance reviews, and repeated mentions of my website and Bridgeross.
The second hour started with Peter Falk, and he wanted to
talk about Falk's career, if I had contact with him afterwards, etc.
He asked me to tell the story, and seemed disappointed when I
refused to reveal the ending. I laughed and said listeners would
have to read the book to find out what happened.
Finally, he asked me about my Private List, and how the book
came about.
Throughout the second hour, very aware of how little actual
time there was left, I kept checking off things I'd already mentioned so I wouldn't repeat them, and kept my eye on the clock,
which I had placed right in front of me. One advantage of doing
an interview from home is that you can see the clock. In a studio,
the guest is often seated with his/her back to the clock, as it has
to be visible to the host.
I tried to get as many different stories (and names) into the
conversation as I could. I wanted to be sure listeners would realize how diverse the stories are, so I repeated the titles of the five
sections several times. I also wanted to stress the age range of
contributors (43 to 78), and the 14 Canadian locations they come
from.
As we approached the final segment, the host threw me a
curve by asking me to read a specific story from the book.
I was taken aback, but reacted quickly, saying I'd rather read
my own work, and during the last commercial I scrambled to select one of my humor pieces. I decided on Crickets, because I
wanted to end with something amusing, that I knew would sound
good on radio, and it happens to be structured in a way that
makes it easy to cut seamlessly if the clock ran out. So I spent the
last segment reading with one eye on the page and the other on
the clock, and came in with a minute to spare, just enough time
for him to thank me, mention the book and sign off!
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Private List is now available as an ebook
on Barbara's website.
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BY

ANNE SHMELZER

This timeless and poignant story portrays
Will Nicol’s internal struggle to regain his
sanity after five years in the WW1 trenches
of Flanders Fields, and explores the central
themes of lasting love and friendship and the
moral ambuity of war.
A Marginally Noted Man is available at
railwaycreekbooks.ca Amazon, Kobo,
iBook, Perfect Books and Books on Beechwood in Ottawa, The Book Nook in Perth
and Novel Idea in Kingston.
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The Luck of the Karluk: Shipwrecked in the
Arctic
BY L.D. CROSS

The amazing story of human nature under
treacherous conditions.
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Website
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Ottawa Centre

Sherrill Wark
Arlene Smith
Carol Stephen

ISBN: 9781772030211
Print and e-book
http://www.heritagehouse.ca/,
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BY A. COLIN WRIGHT

Writers Helping Writers

Gerald Clayton, suffering from amnesia,
receives a package of papers from
Veronica, a former clinical hypnotist.
She tells him they accomplished
his fantasy of gathering together, on the
ship Marguerite, his past loves with the
two of them present, but in disguise.
In hopes of discovering his own past.
Gerald invites the passengers to share in
a mystery by guessing what, or whom,
they all have in common.
Available:
http://www.coldcoffeepress.com
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Master Classes: Story Masters
BY ADRIENNE STEVENSON

Y

OU’VE READ INNUMERABLE

books on the writ
ing craft. You’ve joined critique groups and
tried to apply their advice. You’ve been to basic, intermediate and advanced writing classes, and
still can’t quite get a grip on what your novel needs to
make it shine. You decide to give it one last push.
What do you do?
Options abound—conferences, master classes, online workshops. This spring, I chose to attend the fourday Story Masters workshops put on by Free Expressions (http://free-expressions.com). I found it by wordof-mouth and was immediately attracted by the location—Toronto—and the speakers, Christopher Vogler,
James Scott Bell, and Donald Maass. Of the three, I’ve
heard Don speak several times before, and always
found him inspiring. One day was given to each speaker. On the fourth day the trio gave an in-depth look at
how their guidance plays out when applied to a particular book and film.
I was surprised to see published and experienced
writers among the more than sixty attendees, including
Caroline Pignat and Robert Sawyer, both well-known
and much-awarded Canadian writers. Clearly, even the
best find refresher workshops useful.
Chris Vogler (The Writer’s Journey
https://chrisvogler.wordpress.com/) draws on his
wealth of experience in the film industry, arguing persuasively for the common elements of story that appeal to both readers and film-viewers. He builds on
Joseph Campbell’s model of the hero’s journey, linking mythological elements to the journey each main
character takes in every story. While his class was

built around this structure, he emphasized that the fundamental principle of emotional involvement, allowing
the reader/viewer to participate in the change along
with the character, holds true whatever structures or
tropes are involved. In his words, “the map is not the
journey”.
He urged writers to dig deep to find the transformative element for each character, and internalize structural tools so that their use can appear seamless with the
story. Chris’s class was augmented by slides, film clips
and a hand-out. For those wanting more about his ideas
and approach, the third edition of his book is available
in bookstores. Unfortunately, the Ottawa Public Library
system does not currently have a copy. I have one, and
recommend it as a reference. It’s well-organized and
indexed, and useful to dip into for specific questions on
story arc, regardless of genre. There’s also more material on-line than I have room to provide here.
Jim Scott Bell (Write Your Novel From the Middle
http://www.jamesscottbell.com) dealt with structure
and technique. A thriller writer, he also draws on films
to develop and illustrate his ideas. I find his concepts
ring true for both story and character arcs in my own
work.
The “mirror moment” at or near the middle of the
book or film is a particularly valuable idea. He provided
examples from different film and book genres to illustrate this point. Jim argues that the entire story hinges
on this turning point for the main character, but a
similar point can be made for supporting characters that
will enrich the story. Once you know your character’s
mirror moment, you can work back to her starting
continued on page 17
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MASTER CLASSES
continued from page 16
psychology and forward to the fulfillment of her transformation.
His book dealing with this concept is brief, to the
point, available from our library, and worth reading.
Jim went on to deal with plot arcs, both outer (obtaining) and inner (becoming), focusing on bonding the
character with the reader and using his LOCK system
(Lead with emotional connection, Objective is life or
death, Confrontation with strong opposition, Knock out
conclusion).
Since one of the difficulties unpublished writers
struggle with (myself included) is opening with too
much back-story, his comment “the story begins when
you strike the match, not when you lay out the wood”
hit home. He gave further insights to the hero’s journey
model, and finished up with some remarks about
scenes. According to Jim, “every scene should have
something unexpected in it, and should do at least
double, ideally triple duty. If you need to deliver information, do it in a way that shows character, creates or
builds tension, moves the plot forward, or all three.”
Don Maass (The Emotional Craft of Fiction
http://maassagency.com/books-on-writing/) has a very
different background and presentation style. He has
been a New York literary agent for many years, and
written extensively on the craft. No slides or handouts
or film analogies, but he outlined problematic story
elements such as openings, voice and character development, and gave a structured series of questions to
promote improvement in each of these elements.
My notes on his class easily doubled those on the
others, and are interspersed with notations on how I
would answer them for my main character in my current work-in-progress. While he did give a little time for
us to do this, many of the questions and points he made
flowed too quickly for sufficient thought, which means
that I’m still going back to them to learn more about
each of my characters.
Don focused on drawing out the emotional life and
journey of characters – things that can bring them alive
for the reader and make their story matter at a visceral
level. He emphasized the need to strengthen the character’s appeal by showing their experience in ways the
reader can share.
The writer needs to expose to herself each character’s fears, hopes, desires, flaws, regrets, anger, fear,
revulsion, joy, attitude to change, humour, secrets,

hurts, challenges, cultural constrictions, biases, moods,
and so on. Only then can the writer can make use of
these as context for scenes showing believable reactions
and transitions. He proposes bringing in the unexpected
– one method could be through either major or minor
character reveals which hint at a reversal from support
to opposition or vice versa. He also suggests maintaining ambiguity until the end, keeping the reader wondering as long as possible what choices the main
character(s) will make. Don’s presentations are always
intense, and he was well-placed as the final speaker.
The fourth day featured a chapter-by-chapter review of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, which we
had been asked to read before attending. Each presenter
commented based on their perspective, and additional
contributions were made by attendees. I was impressed
with the depth and complexity of craft revealed in the
book by this treatment. Nearly all of the points made in
the previous three days could be illustrated by examination of the text, with clips from the film used to visually
emphasize the role of location, atmosphere, and character reveals.
These master classes were valuable not only for the
usefulness of the material and its excellent delivery, but
for the opportunity to chat with the presenters and other
participants in a low key environment. All of the speakers were approachable and generous with their time.
They are clearly dedicated to nurturing new and experienced writers in the craft. They want to read good new
books too! As well, the format, which left evenings
free, provided attendees with sufficient time to assimilate the day’s material, either alone or in further discussion over dinner.
Fees ($599 US) covered four days of presentations
and course materials, with coffee, tea and lunch included. There was a special rate given at the airport hotel,
keeping the total cost down. I consider it money well
spent.
The two things I found wanting were a woman’s
perspective and a Canadian sensibility. So, to try to
capture both at one time, I signed on for the inaugural
session of Barbara Kyle’s “Your Path to a PageTurner” program, based on her new book of the same
name. I’ve just begun to work through the videos and
notes. Stay tuned for my next review.
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2017 NCWC - Short Story
“CALIFORNIA PURE”
BY ELLE WILD

T

HE EARTH IS cracked like giant scales, but the empty

creek bed is a dragon’s tail that I am following. The
snap of my dusty flip-flops is the rattle of claws, the
rumbling in my stomach, his roar. This is my favorite part
of the day: the time I spend foraging. Before the drought,
I’d find lush fiddleheads here, Pteretis pensylvanica, their
tender curls like tiny snails. And especially wild mushrooms.
Back when I could still find Cantharellus californicus,
my golden frilled mud puppies, I’d sell chanterelles to Café
Carbonero. Sometimes we sold to New Leaf, the organic
grocery store where mom works. But now, no water means
no mushrooms. And we can’t afford the groceries in New
Leaf. Soon enough, no one will be able to. This thought
makes me glance at the heavens, dreaming of dark, ragged
clouds like bats. But the sky is a cruel cobalt. No rain today.
Grandpa Leo will cook whatever I manage to find. He’s
the one who taught me how to tell the difference between a
morel and a false morel. Today it’s mostly nettles, which
are good for making tea – if you’ve got water – but not for
filling your belly.
Still, hunger isn’t our biggest problem. It’s the thirsty
people that worry me, the armed ones we hear about on
Leo’s radio. I know that things will get worse before they
get better. Mom doesn’t like me in the woods on my own
any more, but when she smokes the crumbly leaves, she
forgets. And I’m always careful. I listen for the telltale
snapping of twigs, for the hard sound of men’s boots over
the green song of California bush crickets. Besides, we
have to eat.
I press deeper into the forest, farther away from the dry
streambed. The medicinal scent of eucalyptus envelops
me, but I move quickly through the sunlit grove. The fallen
leaves and pine needles are brown and brittle: thousands of
little matches waiting to ignite. Eucalyptus is good for
making natural healing oils and insecticides, but it’s fussy
work to distill them and they’re a common leaf, so the price
isn’t good. I carry on, into the darkness of pine and oak.
That’s where you find what I’m looking for. One of the
things, anyway. I move toward an earthier smell of decay.
There’s a fallen oak tree that may have what I want. It does.
At first I think it’s Amanita Velosa, because of the lovely
parasol shape. Then I realize my mistake.

S E CO
PLACND
E

The smaller of the two mushrooms is so perfectly
smooth and dick-shaped that it grabs my attention. It’s
paler than it should be – not the speckled brown and
cream of a hen’s egg. This one is pure white. Then I see
the universal veil and the bulbous bit at the bottom, where
the toxins pool. This isn’t Amanita Velosa. It’s Amanita
Virosa, “The Destroying Angel”. My favorite mushroom
name.
Since I started reading my father’s Bible, I’ve been
really into the idea of angels. Leo says that Bible stories
are just a way to explain the world, like Greek Mythology, or any stories for that matter. Still, this Bible is the
only thing my father left behind when he left us to go on
tour, and I find it a comfort to hold some little piece of my
father inside my head until I find him again. So I’ll keep
my angels.
The petticoat of the big Virosa has a proud look about
it, like flapping wings, and I have to pick it. Might be the
closest I ever come to an angel, even if it’s an angel of
death. I lift the white meat of the thing gently in my
cupped hand – like raising a glass of wine to make a toast,
according to Leo. Then I slip its soft form into the crumpled paper bag inside my backpack. Leo says everything
is valuable in good time; it’s just a matter of hanging on
to it until you find the right buyer. There may be dark
days ahead, so every little thing is precious. And anyway,
it’s good to know that if Poppy annoys me more than I
can really stand, I can always do her in. I reckon it’s good
to have options.
When I emerge into the burning light of our yard, Leo
is in the pickup with the windows rolled down, already
running the engine. Poppy is sitting in the back, giving me
a look. Poppy is four years older than me and has
shoulder-length brown hair. It’s a shame that mom had
already used the name, because my hair is bright orange,
the color of Eschscholzia Californica – a California poppy – but I got stuck with “Clematis”.
Poppy says I should be glad, because mom almost
named me Wyethia or Ithuriel. I would rather be Wyethia,
or especially Ithuriel, which might be a flower to mom,
but to me, Ithuriel is Gabriel’s angel – the one who
wielded a spear and smote Satan with the tip. Ithuriel
sounds powerful. It sounds like my father, Michael, and
continued on page 19
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the archangel in his left-behind-Bible. Though Leo says
‘Michael’ means ‘poor’ and is apt since my father’s band,
The Monk Daddies, all went bankrupt. That’s the reason he
disappeared and stopped making support payments, mom
says, with that contracted look about her mouth.
Leo winks and revs the engine, his huge eyes the changing colors of water. Leo has silver-white hair that is still
quite long. Like any of the old surfers you see around Santa
Cruz. But it’s his eyes that hold your attention, even when
he’s rambling on about his personal journey to Tibet or
India in the 1970s. He’s getting hairier about his eyebrows
and nose, though. I can’t decide whether or not to tell him.
It’s probably best that I don’t. Leo talks about making
changes, but I know that some changes aren’t for the better,
which is why we have to do what we are about to do. No
matter how much Poppy might object.

Voices rise like the heat off the asphalt we’re sitting on,
here in this concrete desert, wedged between a parking lot
and a Costco store in downtown Santa Cruz. Oily wafts of
sunscreen and greasy rotisserie chicken mingle with something else. Fear, perhaps.
The chicken smell cuts through me. They still sell it
inside, but we can’t afford it anymore. Prices have skyrocketed, although that isn’t what the crowd is shouting about.
This is about water. California’s water, taken from the
Santa Cruz Mountains.
Behind us, in the window, is the reason we are here –
five gallon bottles of water with a sign that reads, California
PURE Spring Water: Pure Life. They don’t dare show the
price in public. Leo says that we shouldn’t have let them
take our water in the middle of a drought; now the community reserve is dry. Our well is almost dry, too.
The line-up for water goes all the way down the sidewalk we are sitting on, but those buying are still outnumbered by those with angry signs. Looking at all the anxious
faces, I feel more skittish than I have since The Great
Drought began. Some of these people may be armed. Maybe all of them. We have only our placards, and my hidden
angel, but no one knows about that – and little good it
would do against the things people keep hidden. I know
what happens when people here start opening their purses.
I keep my head down – looking at my dirty feet and
breathing the scorching air. Leo holds his placard high and

shouts, “California PURE, purveyors of pure drought!
Free water for everyone!” in his baritone voice, then
wipes his brow. He says it’s our democratic right to
protest and we should be proud we still have it, even
though half of the country are right-wing rednecks and
morally bankrupt.
Leo has some kooky ideas, like the one about DeadGranny-Lorna being our guardian angel. Leo thinks that
Lorna is the real reason that his old television gave up the
ghost at the outset of the water shortage: Dead-Granny
didn’t want us watching the news all the time to see how
bad things would get. The gangs of thirsty men forcing
their way into the wealthy homes along West Cliff. Still,
it may be a little loco, but this guardian idea appeals to me
as I scan the line-up. Read the faces.
I glance at Poppy, who has a faraway look in her eye
like she’s just biding her time. At sixteen, she’s mastered
the art of being in a place without actually being there.
Leo accuses her of “not being present”, but sometimes I
envy her.
A commotion at the window catches my eye. Inside,
the last jugs of water are being handed down, and the
crowd behind the glass swells. There’s a tug of war at the
bottle closest to me, then behind the sloshing water, I
glimpse something that I’ve lost and have been searching
for. My father.
At least, I think it’s Michael, but he doesn’t look the
way he does in pictures, with long hair and a leather
jacket. Now, his auburn hair is short and he’s wearing a
shirt with a PURE California logo. I’ve always thought of
Michael as one of my guardian angels, like Dead-GrannyLorna. out there protecting me, even if I can’t see him. If
he isn’t here, then it must be mom’s fault, because someone with a name like Michael has to be good.
Michael’s mouth falls open and I swear he sees me,
but I must be mistaken because he turns away, and is
obscured by the surge of bodies and the storm in the
bottle. I have to find him. I’m on my feet now but before
I can reach Michael, Leo grabs me by the wrist, tugging
me away from the heave and sway of the crowd as the
first shot is fired.
Back at home, I leave Leo with his radio and his solemn
expression, and find my way back to the dank, leafy place
that smells of death, where the pure white mushrooms
continued on page 20
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grow. I sit on the decaying oak and let my thoughts settle.
I wonder how many days of freedom I have left in my
forest. Leo says not to worry – we have enough water in
the well to last a few more days. What he doesn’t say is,
“until they come for it.” There’s a prickling sensation like
dry spikes of pine needles inside me, and they feel like
they’re about to combust when I think that Michael is
working nearby and just isn’t helping us.
What was I expecting? For Michael to hold me while
we mourned our lost years together? For him to keep all
of the thirsty people at bay? The rage surges from all of
the tight corners where I’ve buried it. Shhh, I tell myself.
Shhh.
A nearby branch tickles my cheek. Without thinking,
I bend and twist the twig until it snaps. It’s a “Y” shape,
with remnants of leaves still clinging to it. I pull them off.
A foolish idea occurs to me, something Leo told me once
about what Dead-Granny-Lorna was able to do with a
piece of willow. This isn’t willow, but I try it anyway.
I begin walking. About ten paces along, I feel something strange. It’s like a tingling at first. The awareness of
a life force pulling below the earth’s surface. Then it’s
stronger, a magnet yanking my stick down. I couldn’t
resist even if I wanted to, and I don’t, because this changes everything.
When I tell them, there is silence. First about Michael, and then about my power. Mom’s eyebrows raise
and her mouth opens, but nothing comes out. “Prove it,”
Poppy says.
I’ve brought the stick that worked before, but now I
feel doubt. I see myself reflected in the dark sunglasses of
the others. What they see: a weedy, freckled kid in a dirty

baseball cap. Not mighty Ithuriel. I glance at my mother’s face, read the hope that’s written there, too, softening
the fine lines of her sunburned face. It’s eerily quiet, like
nature is plotting something.
At ten paces, there’s no water. I rub a hand over my
belly to relax the tension I’m carrying there. Leo coughs.
I swallow dryly. I can’t help thinking about the thirsty
people with guns who might take our water, and this
makes my throat constrict even more.
Forty paces. It’s not going to happen. A few more
steps and I feel it. It’s a dark, rushing feeling, like the
lifeblood inside me. I know what direction it’s flowing. I
can tell the depth beneath the surface: it’s deeper this
time.
Leo digs where I tell him to. For a while, there’s just
the whispered shhhh shhhh tone of the shovel, like the
quashing of a secret. We’re all afraid to say anything, to
break the spell. The What if I’m wrong? What if I’m
right? pattern of metal in earth. We wait for the joyful
gurgling sound that will fill Leo’s shovel, for the mirth of
that imagined sound to spill over onto our faces.
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